T
he transition from the cold-war period, when also the economic relations between East and West had been almost frost-bound, to peaceful coexistence has brought about the Western industrial nations' growing interest in East-bloc markets, and along with it a continuous expansion of trade. This tendency became even more pronounced after, in the last years, economic reforms had started in almost all East-bloc countries--reforms, that by integrating elements of a free market economy intend to promote the national economies' performances without on principle changing the adherence to the socialist planned economy. It is a common feature of these reforms that apart from a certainnew interpretation of the cost accounting system they introduce decentralisation and with that a delegation of responsibility and competence to the individual managements, that thus are enabled to exercise more influence also on the purchasing of their productive equipment and primary material. The result of all this is the possibility and even necessity of direct contacts with the suppliers. The Western seller does no longer deal exclusively with the official of a public foreign trade association in a monopoly position, but he is also offered the opportunity of talks with the producer interposed in distribution.
As is well-known, quite some time ago Jugoslavia has taken the lead regarding these decentralisation tendencies, and they resulted in such extensive changes that due to its present economic order ,this country is no longer considered an East-bloc country proper (Jugoslavia is but an observer, not a full-member of COMECON). In the most important East European countries these tendencies appeared in various forms, different intensity and with differing results.
Individual Prerequisites
In consequence of the political thaw the European industrial nations' Eastern trade increased constantly. Regarding this trend, apart from economic aspects, strong political motives were doubtlessly decisive, thus e.g. the influence of de Gaulle's European policy or the Federal Republic's concentrated efforts for an agreement with the East-bloc. In fact the Common Market's East-West trade increased by more than 250 per cent between ,1958 and 1966, while in the same period the trade volume with third countries merely doubled. In the case of France and the Benelux countries this trade expansion was slightly below this average, while the Federal Republic of Germany has reached it and Italy increased its exports from $ 89 million to $ 357 million and its imports from $ 103 million to $ 514 million. In the first half of 1967, this trend continued even more strongly: the EEC expanded its exports to socialist countries by 32 per cent as compared with the first half of 1966, the Federal Republic with 47 per cent and Italy with 28 per cent taking the lead.
Of course, the change of the political climate has not been without influence on the Austrian Eastern trade, but its longer-term and more constant development is based on individual prerequisites. As shown by Table 1 , from 1958 to 1966 it has only about doubled as compared with the stronger trade expansion of the EEC countries. It is quite obvious that Austria's trade policy makes allowance for these facts all the more since the country's progressing discrimination by the Common Market, with which Austria carries through more than halt of its foreign trade, enforces a change-over to other markets. In the first half of 1967 Austria's exports to the Common Market proportionally decreased from 46.5 per cent to 41.6 per cent, those to the Federal Republic from 27.9 per cent to 21.5 per cent even. However, a considerable expansion of Austrian trade with the East-bloc is impeded by the same obstructions as met by the other Western nations, i.e. above all bilateral transactions, which are made allowance for also by the trade and payments agreements with East-bloc countries. 
Trade Agreements and Payment Transactions
Bilateral long-term agreements (in most cases coveting 5 years) which are renewed at any given time, are existing with all COMECON countries. For reasons pertaining to international law in the case of East Germany the partner is not Australia but the Federal Chamber of Industry and Commerce. Trade in products is wound up on the basis of quota lists, if it is not a question of import goods liberalised by Austria. Payments transactions are carried through by way of bilateral clearing in clearing dollars via accounts kept with the Austrian National 
Bank (for East Germany with the semi-official Control Bank) and with the Central Banks of the partner countries involved. Payment transactions are taken care of by the commercial banks. The Central Banks grant each other technical credits (%wings =) up to the maximum amounts as fixed in each case. This is done in order to avoid in this bilateral payment system a longer-term blocking of goods trade caused by the indebtedness of one of the partners. The socialist countries' demand for goods and the difficulty of placing sufficient quantities of products supplied by the East-bloc lead to the result that globally the clearing accounts are permanently showing Austria's strong creditor position, although the individual East-bloc countries' positions are frequently exposed to considerable fluctuations (Table 3 ).
